Virus-like particles (VLPs) have sparked a great interest in the field of nanobiotechnology and nanomedicine. The introduction of superparamagnetic nanoparticles (SPIONs) as a core, provides potential use of VLPs in the hyperthermia therapy, MRI contrast agents and magnetically-powered delivery agents. Magnetite NPs also provide a significant improvement in terms of VLPs stability. Moreover employing viral structural proteins as self-assembling units has opened a new paths for targeted therapy, drug delivery systems, vaccines design, and many more. In many cases, the self-assembly of a virus strongly depends on electrostatic interactions between positively charged groups of the capsid proteins and negatively charged nucleic acid. This phenomenon imposes the negative net charge as a key requirement for the core nanoparticle. In our experiments, Brome mosaic virus (BMV) capsid proteins isolated from infected plants Hordeum vulgare were used. Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (Fe 3 O 4 ) with 15 nm in diameter were synthesized by thermal decomposition and functionalized with COOH-PEG-PL polymer or dihexadecylphosphate (DHP) in order to provide water solubility and negative charge required for the assembly. Nanoparticles were characterized by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS), Zeta Potential, Fourier Transformed Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) and Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) magnetometry. TEM and DLS study were conducted to verify VLPs creation. This study demonstrates that the increase of negative surface charge is not a sufficient factor determining successful assembly. Additional steric interactions provided by longer ligands are crucial for the assembly of BMV SPION VLPs and may enhance the colloidal stability. © 2018 Author(s).
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INTRODUCTION
The definition of virus-like particles (VLPs) includes a plethora of biological structures related to viruses in terms of morphology, structure and self-assembly. In most cases, the term describes entities of viral origin subjected to structural or functional alterations e.g. capsids deprived of nucleic acid or genetically-modified capsid subunits. The most prominent characteristic of VLPs is their relative ease of creation through self-assembly of viral proteins. Due to a very broad spectrum of potential applications VLPs have been extensively studied for over three decades. 1, 2 Combined effort of many research groups proved their exceptional utility as vaccines, gene-carrying nanocontainers, MRI contrast agents, drug-delivery vectors etc. [3] [4] [5] [6] Brome mosaic virus (BMV) is an icosahedral plant virus containing 4 ssRNA strands, incorporated within three separate particles. RNA1 and RNA2 are packaged separately, while RNA3 and RNA4 are co-packaged. The capsid forms a T=3 lattice and consists of 180 identical proteins. Subsequently, they form dimers and then, pentameric or hexameric subunits. Native form of the virus has the outer diameter of approximately 28 nm and the inner diameter of 18 nm. The mechanism of self-assembly is mainly driven by electrostatic interactions between positively charged arginine-rich motifs (ARMs) of the coat protein and negatively charged phosphate groups of the RNA. 7, 8 The BMV capsid remains stable in buffers with pH below 5.0 and moderate ionic strength. The increase in pH above 7.5 and ionic strength higher than 0.5 M promotes capsid dissociation and allows for viral RNA precipitation. Decrease of the pH and ionic strength back to previous values initiates reassembly of the capsid. 9 This approach has been utilized in creation of BMV VLPs containing various cores e.g. gold nanoparticles, quantum dots, magnetite nanoparticles. [9] [10] [11] BMV can be obtained through infection of various hosts. Importantly, the physicochemical differences between virions produced in barley, wheat and Nicotiana benthamiana are not trivial. The study done by Ni et al., revealed host-specific variations in electrostatic charges, isoelectric profiles and capsid-RNA interactions of the virions. These parameters were shown to affect thermal stability of the capsid. 12 Obtained data indicates that the host effects plays an important role in the self-assembly of the VLPs and has to be taken into consideration while drawing conclusions regarding BMV VLPs assembly mechanisms.
Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs) have a set of unique magnetic and physicochemical characteristics qualifying them as a promising tool in many biomedical applications. High-yield production methods, low-toxicity and tunable surface and magnetic properties render them exceptionally useful in many applications e.g. contrast agent in MRI, magnetically driven carrier in targeted drug delivery or in magnetic hyperthermia for cancer treatment, etc. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] Theoretical studies done by Kusters et al. indicates that the core size polydispersity, as low as 1%, strongly affects the assembly efficiency. 18 Therefore, high monodispersity of SPIONs is an essential prerequisite.
In our study, 15 nm in diameter SPIONs were obtained via thermal decomposition of iron (III) acetylacetonate in organic solvent. This method provides high quality and quantity of the SPIONs. 19 Obtained nanoparticles contain oleic acid residues on the surface. Further functionalization was required to obtain water solubility and negative charge on the surface of the SPIONs. Two compounds were chosen for the experiment: distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[carboxy-(PEG)2000] (HOOC-PEG-PL), used in similar experiments by Dragnea et al., and dihexadecylphosphate (DHP). 10 We estimated, that 15 nm particles after functionalization will have ∼ 18 nm in diameter, which is commensurate with inner cavity of BMV T=3 capsid. Both compounds share similar mechanism of functionalization through hydrophobic interactions between oleic acid residues on the surface of the SPIONs and twin alkyl chains. Our study investigates how different values of negative surface charge and steric effects influence the process of BMV self-assembly on functionalized SPIONs.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs) synthesis
SPIONs were synthesized via modified route of iron (III) acetylacetonate thermal decomposition in 1-octadecene with oleic acid as surfactant (NP OA). 20 Obtained nanoparticles were analyzed with 
Magnetic behavior of SPIONs
Magnetic properties of the obtained nanoparticles were assessed with SQUID magnetometry. Magnetic coercivity (H c ) of the 15.7 nm at 300K is close to 0 Oe, which means that there is no energy dissipated during repeated reversing of magnetization -defining the material as superparamagnetic 
SPIONs functionalization
As synthesized, SPIONs surface is covered in alkyl chains of oleic acid rendering them hydrophobic. Two compounds were used for functionalization: COOH-PEG-PL copolymer and dihexadecylphosphate (DHP) (Figure 3 ). Both compounds functionalize the surface of SPIONs through hydrophobic interactions between oleic acid residues and alkyl chains, creating micelles. COOH-PEG-PL has been successfully used as a coating agent in previous studies regarding BMV assembly with magnetic cores. 10 The main drawbacks of this compound is its cost and low availability, which drastically decreases commercial potential. Our goal was to find an alternative compound providing negative surface charge density sufficient for self-assembly. 21 DHP is a anionic surfactant molecule with two alkyl chains and negatively charged phosphate group, which has been widely utilized in the field of electrochemical sensing and biosensing. 22 Due to explicit differences in structure, we decided to investigate whether the presence of long polymer chain is as a prerequisite for BMV VLPs creation. Zeta potential analysis revealed the difference in values between functionalized SPIONs: DHP = -56.6 ± 0.7 mV (further referred as NP DHP), COOH-PEG-PL = -31 ± 0.4 mV (further referred as NP PEG) ( Figure 4 ). We assumed that higher value of total negative charge could compensate for possible low ligand density and still provide sufficient surface charge density required for self-assembly. Hydrodynamic diameter of the functionalized SPIONs was assessed using Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) measurement (Figure 5a ). NP PEG were 57 ± 15 nm in diameter. NP DHP had slightly smaller diameter of 52 ± 12 nm. Broad distributions and significant standard deviations of size diameters for both DLS measurements can be related with particles size distribution revealed with TEM analysis. Fourier Transformed Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) analyses showed that all spectra for nanoparticles contain peaks around 574 cm -1 and 623 cm -1 originating from stretching vibrations of Fe-O, which confirm existence of iron oxide nanoparticles ( Figure 6 ). 23, 24 Peaks around 1400 cm -1 and 1630 cm -1 on the NP OA spectrum can be attributed to the symmetric and assymetric stretching of carboxylate (COO-), which refers to the binding between iron oxide and oleic acid. 25, 26 Broad peaks in the region between 3200 -3600 cm -1 visible in almost all spectra, can be assigned to the vibrations of the hydroxyl group (OH -). Strong absorption bands around 3400 cm -1 can also originate from bonds of nanoparticles' surface. 23, 24 Stretchings of double bonded C=O group are also visible around 1700 cm -1 on spectra for nanoparticles and pure PEG. All spectra contain sharp peaks in the range of 2800 -3000 cm -1 assigned to the vibrations of the C-H group. 23 We assumed that functionalization process was successful for either PEG and DHP polymer due to the shifts of asymmetric and symmetric CH 2 vibrations and presence of characteristic peaks. On the spectrum of nanoparticles with oleic acid we established high values of wavenumbers for those vibrations. It can be correlated with conformation of the alkyl chains -trans and gauche isomers. Shift toward lower wavenumbers for functionalised particles indicates that more chains are in trans conformation and particles are in more ordered state. 27, 28 Characteristic sharp peak around 1111 cm -1 visible on spectra for pure PEG and nanoparticles functionalised with this polymer correspond to the stretching vibrations of C-O-C group from repeated units of the polyethylene glycol backbone. 28 On the spectra for pure polymers and functionalised particles we can also see peaks connected with other CH 2 group vibrations -wagging (1350 cm -1 ), twisting (1250 cm -1 ) of CH 2 and scissoring bands in the range of 1430-1490. Peaks from asymmetric and symmetric stretching of PO 2 -group can also be found on those spectra. 28 
VLPs assembly
The assembly of BMV NP PEG was performed according to previously published protocol. 10 The native structure of synthesized virus is shown in Fig. 7a , in this cryo-microscopic image the monodisperse without defects structure is clearly visible. In followed TEM images the core-shell structures (magnetic core and protein shell) was the superparamagnetic particles was in ca 90% of viruses detected (see Figure 7b ). Calculated size of the VLPs was 26.4 ± 2.1 nm which is similar to diameter of the native BMV ∼ 28 nm. This indicates T=3 capsid symmetry as shown in other studies. 9 Calculated thickness of the shell was 5.20 ± 0.03 nm, which also corresponds to the native form of the BMV. 8 This method provided well separated VLPs containing only one core particle FIG. 6 . FTIR spectra of functionalization intermediates and products a) with wavenumber characteristic b) of their symmetric (ν s ) and asymmetric (νa s ) stretching CH 2 vibrations. in majority. In case of BMV NP DHP assembly, applying the same protocol did not result in VLPs creation. Mixing NP DHP with BMV dimers in the assembly buffer, resulted in precipitation and no VLPs were created. According to our experience drawn from HBcAg assembly studies, NP DHP proved stable in phosphate/citrate buffer. Abiding the rationale behind BMV self-assembly, modified assembly buffer has been introduced. This approach has been successful and resulted in BMV DHP VLPs formation (Figure 7b ). Obtained VLPs were 25.5 ± 2.7 nm in diameter. The thickness of the shell was 5.53 ± 0.97 nm. This indicates that despite different coatings, the result of the assembly is similar. However, in case of BMV DHP VLPs, many multicore aggregates were also formed. One of possible explanations for this result is a gradual neutralization of the surface charge by BMV capsid proteins, leading to deprivation of electrostatic repulsive forces. Gradually decreasing stability of NP DHP could significantly facilitate formation of multicore and aggregated VLPs. In case of NP PEG, colloid stability is achieved through both steric and electrostatic interactions. Therefore, neutralization of the surface charge does not attenuate overall stability sufficiently to disturb the assembly, leaving the steric component intact. Our studies also showed longer storage stability of BMV NP PEG, which can be attributed to two characteristics: higher amount of well dispersed single core VLPs and some portion of PEG tails protruding out of VLP through protein shell, adding to its stability. Comparative study by Malyutin et al. revealed the behavior of poly(ethylene glycol) tails in BMV and hepatitis B virus (HBV) VLPs, indicating that in case of BMV VLPs majority of tails remain entrapped between the core and the protein layer. Weather the remaining fraction of protruding PEG tails contributes significantly to the increased stability, remains to be elucidated. Dynamic Light Scattering measurements revealed hydrodynamic diameters of VLPs (Figure 5b ). Number distributions and hydrodynamic diameters of native BMV established at 28.1 ± 4.4 nm. BMV NP PEG diameter was established at 63 ± 13 nm and it is larger than diameter for both pure nanoparticles with PEG polymer and native BMV, which was also measured by DLS and appointed at 28.1 ± 4.4 nm. BMV NP DHP diameter shifted toward higher values of 145 ± 27 nm. Such high value of the hydrodynamic diameter in comparison with diameters of the native BMV and nanoparticles with DHP polymer, can be related with possibility of clusters or aggregates formation during the assembly process.
CONCLUSIONS
Our study demonstrates how electrostatic and steric properties of the functionalized SPIONs govern the process of the BMV VLPs assembly. Usage of PEG tail containing COOH-PEG-PL compound as a functionalizing agent resulted in well dispersed single core VLPs. DHP functionalized SPIONs required major modifications in the assembly buffer composition. This resulted in BMV VLPs creation, however obtained particles formed many clusters and fewer single core VLPs could be found. Obtained results indicate that nanoparticles stabilized solely through electrostatic interactions may require different approach in core containing VLPs creation. The lack of steric stabilization poses a disadvantage in terms of VLPs assembly, morphology and storage stability. Snakeskin ® Dialysis Tubing 10K MWCO, Thermo Fisher Scientific (USA). All chemicals were used as received. Water was purified by Hydrolab HLP5 instrument (0.09 µS/cm).
Methods
Synthesis of iron oxide nanoparticles
Spherical iron oxide nanoparticles were synthesized by thermal decomposition of iron (III) acetylacetonate Fe(acac) 3 . Briefly, 6 mmol of Fe(acac) 3 and 12 mmol of oleic acid were dissolved in 40 ml of 1-octadecene. The reaction was performed with continuous stirring and nitrogen flow. Temperature of the solution was increased to 220 • C and maintained for 1 hour. Then, the temperature was increased further to 320 • C and maintained for 1 hour. After synthesis, 3:1 v/v mixture of 2-butanol and toluene was added and the solution was placed on neodymium magnet to precipitate. The precipitate was washed thrice with the same mixture. Obtained nanoparticles were suspended in chloroform. Nanoparticles concentration was estimated by weighing dried sample.
Functionalization of iron oxide nanoparticles with COOH-PEG-PL (NP PEG)
Functionalization was performed according to method published elsewhere, 10 with minor modifications. Briefly, 2.5 mg COOH-PEG-PL was added to chloroform solution containing 3 mg of as synthesized nanoparticles coated with oleic acid. The sample was shortly sonicated and left open for chloroform evaporation. Obtained waxy solid was heated for 1 min in 80 • C water bath. Then, 1 ml of water was added and the sample was vortexed to enhance micelles formation. Subsequently, the sample was washed thrice with chloroform to remove unbound COOH-PEG-PL. In order to remove chloroform residuals, the sample was diluted with water to total volume of 10 ml and centrifuged for 20 min at 12 000 x g, RT. Supernatant was discarded and the precipitate redispersed in 1 ml of water. Nanoparticles concentration was estimated by weighing dried sample.
Functionalization of iron oxide nanoparticles with dihexadecyl phosphate (DHP) (NP DHP)
The protocol describing in-depth preparation and characterization of DHP coated NP is in preparation and will be published at later date. Briefly, 6 mg of DHP was dissolved in 20 ml of hexane. Dissolution was heat-assisted at 75 • C. Then, chloroform solution containing 6.3 mg of as synthesized nanoparticles coated with oleic acid was added and kept at 75 • C for 10 min to allow for alkyl chains relaxation. The mixture was shortly sonicated and 80 ml of water was added. Subsequently, obtained two phase solution was briefly vortexed and sonicated until the water phase became turbid. In the next step, the solution was placed in sonicating bath for 3-4 h without temperature control. The reaction was continued until the mixture became homogenous and no signs of phase separation occurred for at least 1 min after mixing. After functionalization, the solution was left undisturbed overnight to allow for phase separation. Bottom phase was collected, filtered through 0.45 µm pores and centrifuged for 20 min at 10 000 x g, 4 • C. Centrifugation was repeated until no precipitate was found. Collected precipitate was redispersed in water and filtered through 0.22 µm pores. Final concentration was measured by weighing dried sample.
BMV propagation, extraction and purification
BMV virions were multiplied in Hordeum vulgare plants. Briefly, after inoculation and incubation period, frozen leaves were homogenized in liquid nitrogen and macerated in a virus extraction buffer (0.5 M NaOAc, 0.3 M H 3 BO 3 , 0.01 M MgCl 2 , pH 4.5). The mixture was subjected to chloroform extraction and the virus was precipitated from the aqueous phase with PEG 8000. Virions were purified by ion exchange chromatography and concentrated using Amicon Ultra Filter 100 kDa (Merck Millipore) to 2 ml volume. Obtained sample was additionally purified by size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) and once more concentrated by previously mentioned method.
VLPs assembly protocol (BMV PEG VLPs, BMV DHP VLPs)
Virus like particles were prepared according to modified protocol for encapsulation of nanoparticles in BMV coat proteins. 29 
Characterization methods
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were acquired with Hitachi TEM HT7700 microscope. Grids were made of copper coated with carbon film, mesh 300. Samples of functionalized nanoparticles were prepared by placing 15 µl drop on the grid and draining the excess solution with blotting paper. Samples of assembled VLPs were prepared similarly. VLPs samples were additionally negatively stained with 5 µl of 2% uranyl acetate. Particle size analysis was performed with ImageJ software. At least 50 particles were analyzed.
Hysteresis loops at 5K and 300 K and ZFC-FC plots were obtained with SQUID MPMS XL Quantum Design system. The zero field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) magnetization curves were obtained using a standard protocol. After demagnetization at 300 K the system was cooled to 5 K without a magnetic field. Then, an external magnetic field of 100 Oe was applied, and the ZFC curve was recorded during heating to 300 K. The FC curve was measured during cooling from 300 K down to 5 K in the same external magnetic field.
Zeta potential measurement was performed on Particulate Systems NanoPlus instrument in standard zeta cell with dome electrode. Measurements were repeated in triplicate.
DLS measurement was performed on Malvern Zetasizer µV instrument in quartz cuvette (QS Hellma, Type 105.231 -1 cm path-length). Before measurement samples were briefly sonicated, diluted to optimal concentration and filtered with 0.2 µm syringe filter. Measurements were repeated in triplicate.
Fourier Transformed Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) was used to confirm nanoparticles functionalization. Samples were dried, mixed with KBr and pressed into pellets before measurement. Spectra were obtained on TENSOR 27 (Bruker Optics) in the range of4000 -400 cm -1 with a resolution of 4 cm -1 , and accumulation of 256 scans.
BMV concentrations were determined via UV-Vis absorption (NanoDrop 2000 spectrophotometer) and Lambert-Beer's law. Proteins concentration were established with absorbance at 280 nm.
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